The automated generation of models that conform to a given meta-model is an important challenge in Model Driven Engineering, as well for model transformation testing, as for designing and exploring new metamodels. Amongst the main issues, we are mainly concerned by scalability, flexibility and a reasonable computing time. This paper presents an approach for model generation, which relies on Constraint Programming. After the translation of a meta-model into a CSP, our software generates models that conform to this metamodel, using a Constraint Solver. Our model also includes the most frequent types of OCL constraints. Since we are concerned by the relevance of the produced models, we describe a first attempt to improve them. We outperform the existing approaches from the mentioned point of view, and propose a configurable, easy-to-use and free-access tool, together with an on-line demonstrator.
INTRODUCTION
Model transformations are crucial in model driven development, and they must be accurately and carefully tested. Testing a model transformation is very similar to testing a classical program, except that the test data are more complex, since they are models. One issue in testing model transformations is then the automatic generation of test data, i.e. models. This task is complex first because the data to generate are themselves complex, and second because the models are constrained by constraints on the structure of the metamodel, and possibly by additional constraints coming from the transformation to test. A model generation mechanism is also needed to validate a meta-model (Baudry et al., 2010) . Indeed, a meta-model is supposed to capture the essence of a domain, and the objective of its design is to define models. Therefore, it is of prime importance that the meta-model is adequately designed.
In our opinion, the main properties that are required for a proper model generation are: (i) scalability, which implies that the generation of many large models should take a small computational time, (ii) validity, meaning that the OCL constraints (OMG, 2014) have to be taken into account, in order to generate only valid models, (iii) flexibility, implying that it can easily be parametrized, depending on the purpose of the automated generation, (iv) diversity of the solutions: ideally, models should be uniformly distributed on the solution space defined by the metamodel and the constraints. Model generation have been studied with several conceptual tools, but none of them fulfils the previously mentioned main properties. The contribution of this paper is a model generation mechanism based on CSP, that is closer to fitful all these properties. We propose a modelling of a meta-model as a CSP, which is as simple as possible, to minimize the number of variables and constraints in the CSP, and that thus provides a very quick generation process. This modelling allows OCL constraints to be introduced, thus produces only valid instances, i.e. models that conform to the input metamodels and that respect the OCL constraints of these meta-models. The approach is flexible, parametrizable, and allows additional constraints added by the user. Experiments of model generation from several meta-models taken from the literature validate our modelling. We also experiment the assistance to a meta-model designer in a real use case.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we detail the main principles of Constraint Programming. In section 3, we analyse the existing work on model generation to identify the improvable aspects and extract the main issues. In section 4, we present our original CSP modelling of a meta-model. To complete this modelling, we detail the treatment of OCL constraints in section 5. After the presentation of an illustrative example in section 6, we detail our experiments performed on a benchmark of several meta-models, in section 7.
BACKGROUND: CSP
This section is devoted to a very short introduction to the concepts and vocabulary of Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP). For a more complete view of this huge area, please refer to (Rossi et al., 2006) . CSP are widely used to model many Artificial intelligence issues and combinatorial problems. Many real life and artificial intelligence problems can be modelized in CSP, for example: scheduling a sport competition, solving a board game like a sudoku or planning flights in an airport. A CSP is defined by Mackworth (Mackworth, 1977) 
finite set of values that variable x i can take (its domain),
• and a set of constraints C = {C 1 ,C 2 ,...,C e }.
Constraints specify combinations of values that given subsets of variables must take or not take.
• a solution to (X , D,C ) is an instantiation I on X which does not violate any constraint.
Example 1. Let us define a CSP (X ,D,C )
, where :
We specify three constraints : C 1 :
is a solution of (X ,D,C ).
Global Constraints
Global Constraints are one of the most important features in Constraint Satisfaction Problems. They capture a relation between a non-fixed number of variables. A Global Constraint provides shorthand for frequently recurring patterns and facilitates the work of the solver. Indeed, in a tree-search process, it allows dead-ends paths to be quickly detected and then speeds up the resolution.
allDifferent
The constraint allDifferent(Vars) is a global constraint that enforces all the variables of the set Vars to be different. This constraint is very useful, it occurs in many practical problems. 
Element
The constraint element is a global constraint used to get a value from a Finding a solution for a CSP is performed by a program called a CSP solver. There are many solvers in the literature, such as Abscon, Choco and ECL i PS e solver. They essentially differ by their implementation language (Prolog for ECL i PS e , Java for the two others), the expressivity of the supported constraints and the complexity of the propagation algorithms implemented in the solver. To perform our experiments, we choose a solver allowing the use of a generic language for defining CSP such as XCSP (Lecoutre and Roussel, 2009 ), thus, we use Abscon solver (Merchez et al., 2001 ).
Several approaches can be found in the literature for model generation, relying on several paradigms: Random graph, Graph grammars, Alloy constraints, Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) formulas and CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problems). In this section, we analyze those approaches considering the four quality criteria given in section 1.
In (Mougenot et al., 2009) , Mougenot et al. use random graphs to generate models. First, they compute a spanning tree over the meta-model. Then, it is translated into a context-free grammar which is used in the generation process (ad-hoc algorithms may be used). This approach has a linear complexity, which makes it scaling very well. On the other side, it generates skeletons of models (Containment relationships only) and OCL constraints of meta-models can not be treated in such an approach.
An approach based on graph grammars is described by Ehrig et al. in (Ehrig et al., 2009) . The idea of the approach is to translate all the components of a meta-model into grammar rules. Using these rules, the method generates nodes (representing class instances) or sub-graphs containing nodes related between them (representing references connecting two or more instances), leading to the construction of a graph representing the model. These rules are applied successively and randomly until the desired model is obtained. Unfortunately, this approach does not take into account OCL constraints. In addition, it is not flexible enough, since the parameterization of the process to add constraints is impossible.
In (Sen et al., 2009), Sen et al. present an approach based on Alloy constraints. The meta-model and its OCL constraints are translated into alloy language, then the Alloy solver generates solutions. The translating operation from a meta-model to Alloy constraints is quite simple. However, the approach suffers from a lack of scalability, since Alloy is dedicated to model checking and does not allow solutions to be quickly generated. In addition, the OCL constraints of a given meta-model are manually translated. This is not suitable when there are a lot of constraints to treat.
Cabot et al. use an approach based on CSP in (González Pérez et al., 2012) , (Cabot et al., 2008) . It consists in the modelling of a meta-model and its OCL constraints into a CSP instance. Then, a CSP solver (namely ECL i PS e ) generates solutions. The CSP paradigm is very flexible and allows a large part of OCL constraints as well as additional constraints to be processed to improve the relevance of the generated models. Unfortunately, the proposed work suffers for a lack of performance. We think that it is due to a non-optimal modelling of the meta-model into CSP, for instance without using global constraints, and the naive transformation of OCL constraints. Indeed, all OCL constraints are translated in the same manner. In Constraints Programming, improve modelling can have a large influence on the performance. Using the appropriate constraint, such as, global constraint, reduce the number of variables are ideas to get this improvement. (Wu et al., 2013) , an approach based on Satisfiability Modulo Theory. An SMT is a constraint problem which includes propositional satisfiability (SAT) and supports a richer language, for instance arithmetic operations, thus allowing more expressiveness for the constraints than with only SAT formulas. They translate a meta-model and its OCL constraints into SMT formulas. An SMT solver investigates for the satisfiability of these formulas. This approach automatically processes the OCL constraints of a meta-model. We were not able to evaluate the performances and the scalability of this solution because they generate only 1 or 2 instances per class in the paper.
Wu et al. present in
In our previous work (Ferdjoukh et al., 2013) , we presented an approach to generate models from metamodels using CSP, translating a meta-model into a CSP instance and using the Abscon CSP solver to get solutions. In this paper, we present some central contributions to this preliminary work. The first one is to reduce the number of variables representing instances of meta-model classes by half compared to (González Pérez et al., 2012) . The second contribution concerns the treatment of references. The previous solution of Cabot et al. considered references as relationships between two different classes. We consider them as pointers. The third contribution exploits one of the most important features of CSP, the global constraints. The perspectives of (Ferdjoukh et al., 2013) were mainly to improve the performances of our approach by optimizing the modelling into CSP, one step further, and to apply the tool on a wider range of meta-models. We were also concerned by the translation of the OCL constraints into CSP and the relevance of the generated models, together with the userfriendliness of the tool. For instance, it is important to visualize the produced solutions. Since the automated generation has to be integrated to more complex processes, it is very useful to allow an expertise on the solutions, to qualify them as relevant or not, or to score them according to some measure, in a given context. For the moment, automated expertise is not available, thus a human eye may be needed.
In this section we propose a modelling, as a CSP instance, of a meta-model that conform to Ecore. To figure out the inheritance between classes, we copy the references and the features from the super-classes to their sub-classes. We assume that each meta-model has a root class from which all the classes of the metamodel can be accessed through composition links. 
Feature Modelling
To model a feature of simple type into CSP, we create a variable whose type is the domain. A variable is created for each instance of each class having a feature.
Notation 1. The data type of a feature f is denoted Type( f ).
The domain of the variables F c,i, f is given by: Enumerations are modelled as follows. Let f be a feature of type enum, where enum is an enumeration of l literals:
Reference Modelling
Considering references as pointers is quite simple and natural. While the modelling proposed by most of related works, see for example Cabot et al. (González Pérez et al., 2012) , considers a reference instance as a pair of variables (a, b) where a class instance a references a class instance b, we propose to model a reference by only one variable associated to a class instance a. It will take the value assigned to the class instance b referenced by a.
Let c be a class. The set of all references of c is c.AllRe f erences ⊂ R .
Let r ∈ c.AllRe f erences be a reference of c. We denote by LowerBound(r) (resp. U pperBound(r)) the lower (resp. upper) bound of r. 
)). We note it Max(R ).
To represent the non-allocated values (values of the variables which are not taken into account in the generated model), we define a set of joker values. 
OCL CONSTRAINTS' MODELLING
In this section we propose a modelling for a set of constructions of the OCL language. The modelled constructions are, in our opinion, some of the most common in the OCL constraints we met. They gather important operations such as navigation of references, loop operations, typing operations and constraints on the features of classes. The goal of this process is the automatic generation of models that respect the OCL constraints of a given meta-model. The modelling we propose is a kind-specific treatment of the OCL constraints. Indeed, each OCL construction has a specific CSP modelling. This allows us to reduce the number of CSP variables in some cases and to use global constraints in others. Our modelling is able to process a four valued OCL language since the CSP constraints we create guarantee the generation of valid models which consider the OCL constraints of a meta-model.
A Constraint about One Feature
This kind of OCL constraints applies a boolean expression on a class feature of the meta-model. These constraints have the following shape:
Context c inv: expr(t). c is a class of the meta-model and t a feature of c.
To model such a constraint in CSP, we will apply, as a pre-treatment, the boolean expression expr(t) on the domain of t to obtain a new domain: D(F c,t ) = {e ∈ Type(t)|expr(e)}. 
A Constraint on More Features
These constraints apply a boolean expression on two or more features of the same class or of different classes. It is not possible to process them by modifying the domain as in the previous case because each domain belongs to one feature and all the domains are independent. To model an OCL constraint of this kind, we proceed as follows:
Let Context c inv: expr(t 1 ,t 2 ) be an OCL constraint on two features of a class c.
First, we create a CSP predicate pred(expr) satisfying the boolean expression expr. Then, ∀i ∈ D c , ∀ the variables F c,i,t 1 and F c,i,t 1 , we create a constraint C, where: X (C) = {F c,i,t 1 , F c,i,t 2 } are its variables and pred(expr)) is its function.
Navigation of n References
The navigation of references is an important operation in the OCL language. It allows to jump from a class to another using a reference between these two classes.
Let Context C 0 inv: r 1 .....r n .expr( f ) be an OCL constraint containing the navigation of n classes and a boolean expression on a feature of the last class as shown in Figure 3 . To model this issue into CSP, we consider each reference r i as a pointer from the source class C i−1 to the target class C i . The expression expr( f ) is applied only on the instances of C n that are pointed by the instances of C n−1 and so on up to C 0 . We create the following CSP constraints:
where i ∈ {1,..., n}. Figure 4 . In this example, we give the appropriate CSP constraints that we have to create in order to treat the previous OCL constraint:
t < 10 be an OCL constraint. A part of meta-model with the navigation of two references is given in
The domains of the classes are:
We create the following constraints in CSP: 
Parallel Branches' Navigation
We consider the OCL constraint Context C 0 inv: Expr(r 1 .....r n . f , r 1 .....r m . f ) containing the navigation of two parallel branches of n and m references and applying a boolean expression on two features f , f where f (resp. f ) belongs to the last class of the first (resp. second) branch of classes as shown in Figure 5 .
To model this OCL constraint in CSP, we have to create the following constraints, ∀k i ∈ D c i of the first branch of classes and ∀k j ∈ D c j of the second branch of classes:
where i ∈ {1,..., n}, j ∈ {1,..., m}. 
A Loop Operation: Forall
In the case of OCL constraints containing a loop operation, for example, forall, the idea is to identify the CSP variables on which we will apply the boolean expressions of these constraints. Then, we have to define the appropriate CSP constraints in order to process these boolean expressions.
We consider the part of the meta-model shown in Figure 6 . It contains two classes C 0 , C 1 and one reference r 1 between them. An OCL constraint containing a forall loop operation is defined on this meta-model: Context C 0 inv: r 1 → f orall(expr (C 1 . f ) ). The previous OCL constraint applies a boolean expression on the variables representing the feature f of the instances of class C 1 which are referenced by the instances of C 0 . The treatment of this constraint is divided into two operations: a navigation of one reference and the loop operation itself. The CSP constraints that should be created are the following:
Our approach is able to process many other loops and operations over collections of variables, such as: exists, size, sum and count. It is possible to treat these operators because of the diversity of global constraints in CSP. For example, the global constraint sum(VARS,Res) computes the sum of the collection of variables VARS. Thus, we can match an operation in OCL language with a global constraint into CSP. Table 1 gives examples of these connections. 
A Typing Operation: OCLType
The meta-model in Figure 7 contains n references r 1 , r 2 ,..., r n from a class B to an abstract class C. This latter has n sub-classes A 1 , A 2 ,..., A n . Context B inv: AllDiff(r 1 .oclType,..., r n .oclType) is an OCL constraint defined to make the types (A 1 , A 2 ,. .., A n ) of the references r 1 , r 2 ,..., r n different.
To model such an OCL constraint, we do the following manipulations ∀ j ∈ [1,U pper(r)] and i ∈ {1,..., n}:
• Create n variables V i , where: V i = i.
• Create n Element constraints:
• Create one allDifferent constraint: allDifferent(V 1 ,...,V n ).
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In this section, we use a meta-model describing Petri nets (Figure 8 ) to illustrate our approach. We explain step by step the modelling and the resolution process to get conform models, thus correct Petri nets. We developed a tool called Grimm for which a demonstration web version is available at: http://infodemo.lirmm.fr/grimm/. To generate models conform to Petri nets, it proceeds as follows:
1. Put in three parameters to determine the size of generated model. The first and second are the couple (lB, uB) which are respectively the minimum and maximum number of instances for each class of the meta-model. The third one is the reference upper bound, i.e. the maximum number of instances for the non-bounded references. For example: lB = 2, uB = 2 and rB = 2. •
• ∀c 1 , c 2 instance of Place, c 1 .name = c 2 .name ⇒ allDifferent(name 1 , name 2 ).
6. Solve the resulting CSP instance with the abscon CSP solver and build the corresponding conform model (see Figure 9 ). 
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we show the results of experiments we performed on a benchmark of meta-models. We focus on the following issues:
• Study the effect of the size and the structure of the meta-model on our generation process. Answer some questions: Are we able to generate models for larger meta-models with the same efficiency as for smaller ones ? What is the effect of the number of classes, or the number of references of the meta-model on the generation process ? • Determine if our new modelling leads to a significant improvement of its execution time, compared to the one in (Ferdjoukh et al., 2013) . In other words, does the removal of the variables representing instances of classes improve time performance ? • Perform experiments on meta-models constrained with the recently supported OCL constraints. The goal is to compare the resolution time with and without the OCL constraints.
• Study how our tool can help designers during meta-model designing process. Indeed, during the conception of a meta-model, one needs to generate models to verify the correctness of the metamodel and the OCL constraints he designs. Is it possible to use our tool to achieve this goal ? Are results relevant and can they be applied in practical cases ?
In our experiments, we used 13 different metamodels extracted from various domains. These metamodels have different sizes (smaller and bigger ones).
Some of them are from research and others are from industry. Table 2 gives their sizes (number of classes). To perform the experiments we proceed on the metamodels as follows: First, vary the number of instances per class of the meta-model in [10, 120] and deduce the total number of instances. The number of reference instances is equivalent to the number of class instances. Then, generate the CSP instance corresponding to the parameters in XCSP format (Lecoutre and Roussel, 2009 ). Finally, solve it using the Abscon 1 CSP solver. 
Experiments on Meta-models
We present the results of the experiments performed with our tool Grimm on a benchmark of metamodels 2 . Table 2 shows the model generation time on 11 different meta-models by varying the number of instances contained in the resulting model. We observe that our approach is able to generate models that conform to meta-models of different sizes (number of classes and references) and domains. We notice that the generation is generally quicker for bigger metamodels. This is due to the number of classes in the meta-model. When this number is large, the number of instances for each one is smaller than in the case of meta-models with few classes. The other reason is related to CSP. The arity of our constraints (number of variables appearing in the constraint) grows more quickly in meta-models of small sizes. This slows down the resolution process.
In Table 3 , we compare the efficiency of our approach with our previous work (Ferdjoukh et al., 2013) . We observe an important improvement in performance. Resolution time gain is between 13% and 80% depending on the meta-model. These good results are the consequence of:
• Removal of an important number of variables, mainly those representing class instances. The number of variables is reduced by n rB×r in average, where n (resp. r) is the number of classes (resp. references) of the meta-model and rB is the upper bound of non-bounded references. For example, if rB = 10, the number of variables is reduced by 7.5% for the Petri net meta-model.
• Removal of a constraint of large arity on previously mentioned variables.
We compared our previous solution to Cabot et al. solution in (Ferdjoukh et al., 2013) . We showed that our solution is more efficient than the solution using also CSP paradigm of Cabot et al.. Concerning the other existing approaches, we did not find any available tool for comparison. Table 3 : Resolution time ratio for the current modelling compared to our previous work (Ferdjoukh et al., 2013) . This ratio represents the average resolution time with the previous version divided by the resolution time with the current version. 
Meta

Meta-models Constrained with OCL
In this section, we perform experiments on metamodels constrained with OCL constraints. We compare the resolution time for some meta-models in the two cases of taking into account the OCL constraints or not. Table 4 shows the results of these experiments. We observe that the difference between the generation time with OCL constraints and the one without them is really small. In some cases, generation time is even smaller with OCL constraints. There are several reasons that may explain these results:
(1) The reduction of domains of some CSP variables reduces the search tree then the resolution time.
(2) The use of global constraints (allDifferent and element) makes the solution efficient because these constraints propagate easily in the search tree. (3) Our modelling of OCL does not create a lot of new variables, so the problem does not increase a lot.
Discussion: Assistant for Designers
Here we describe how our tool can be used as an assistant for designers during meta-modelling process. In order to validate a meta-model during its design, we proceed as follows: (1) Generate a model that conform to the input meta-model using our tool. (2) If the expert detects an anomaly with the generated model, he has to correct the meta-model by: Correcting a reference cardinality, Adding classes or features or Adding OCL constraints. (3) Then, return to
Step (1) or finish. For more precision, we discuss the case of a meta-model corrected with the use of our tool and the eye of expert. The Feature meta-model is a meta-model designed by a PhD student. Using the Grimm model generation tool, this meta-model was corrected and published in a defended PhD thesis (AL-Msie'Deen, 2014). After an interview with the designer in order to understand the meta-model, we generated models that conform to the first version. The designer examined these models, detected an error, the correction leading to a new version of the meta-model. The process was repeated 4 times until getting a correct meta-model in the opinion of the user. The following types of errors were detected and corrected during this process: References with wrong cardinalities, Use of a class inheritance structure instead of enumeration features and The need of some OCL constraints to complete the meta-model.
CONCLUSION
Model generation is an important tool to test model transformations as well as to design meta-models. In this paper, we proposed a model generation mechanism, based on CSP. This paper develops three main contributions to automated model generation. The first contribution is to improve and refine our previous modelling, by notably reducing the amount of variables in the CSP. As shown by our experiments, it induces a very affordable computation time, allowing the perspective of a large-scale generation. The second contribution addresses the treatment of OCL constraints. We do not handle the whole OCL, however we selected a subset of the OCL language and proposed efficient ways to transform them into additional constraints for the CSP modelling of the meta-model. The experiments show that adding those constraints do not significantly increase the resolution time, while it improves the relevance of the produced models. This is a particularly encouraging result, which illustrates the power of the CSP modeling in such a situation. Finally, we implemented a complete, easy-touse and available tool, which can be used to generate models, and visualize them, from a meta-model provided in Ecore format. This tool allowed hidden constraints to be detected on the PetriNets meta-model, and helped to design a new meta-model for Features. It therefore proves its immediate usefulness and usability. A web demonstrator of our tool is available at: http://info-demo.lirmm.fr/grimm/.
As perspectives, we are intending to continue the optimization of the solving time, especially in the generation of consecutive instances. During this sequence of generations we would like to introduce some additional constraints to separate the produced model by a given distance, in order to improve the diversity aspect of our tool. We may also cover a wider range of OCL constraints, and design an expert-driven add-on, to facilitate the adjustment of additional constraints leading to more realistic models.
